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Science Weekly Debrief 

Science Monthly – 25 October 2018  

For Science Monthly in ODOCS, click here then follow the path: Folders -> Documents and 

Drawings -> OSIRIS-REx Bennu Proximity Operations -> Science Status -> Science Monthly -> 

2018-10-25.  

Welcome and Science Status – Dante Lauretta  

Dante gave an overview of the science milestones that we have achieved so far, spanning from 

the first image of Bennu acquired in August to the Natural Satellite Search currently in progress.  

Yesterday, we encountered our first issue affecting planned observations. Slew durations on 

DOY 306 and 307 were found to exceed the maximum allowable time, which would cause the 

spacecraft to go into safe mode. In addition, for DOY 309, 8% of OTES observations were found 

to violate the 15-mrad limit, which would result in loss of data. Observations for these days 

(involving OVIRS, OTES, and PolyCam) were therefore pulled. The team decided to recover 

DOY 307 observations on DOY 310 and to add another set of OTES nadir observations on DOY 

312 to mitigate the loss of DOY 309. These updates to the plans will allow us to acquire one-of-

a-kind data that otherwise would have been lost.  

New collaborators have recently been approved. Notify Dante if you have a proposed 

collaborator missing from the list in the slides.  

Science Productivity and Deliverables  

• Design Reference Asteroid (DRA) Scorecard – Mike Nolan 

Mike presented the DRA scorecard (available on ODOCS and the Science Team Wiki), which is 

a spreadsheet of benchmarks representing what we think we know about Bennu. Rows 

highlighted in yellow indicate parameters that will drive operational changes when we learn their 

actual values.  

Recent images of Bennu demonstrate very close agreement with the radar shape model. We 

therefore have confidence in the rotation period and rate. Obliquity and pole measurements are 

within uncertainty.  

Daily science stand-ups will likely start in mid-December.  

• MRD Science Requirements Status – Jon Cutts 

Jon showed the schedule for data product completion (as a Gantt chart), a roll-up of our MRD 

completion progress, a summary of major milestones and top maps, and the completions for this 

status period. We have satisfied MRD-142a and have collected all data necessary to satisfy 

MRD-157.  

https://soedms.as.arizona.edu/Classic/Folders/Folders.aspx


We are 5 days behind baseline on validation of the lightcurve data. This a long-term 

informational product; the delay is deliberate to give the team time to finalize an automated data 

validation tool.  

• Publication Guidelines and Status – Cat Wolner 

Cat discussed the contents of the newly released OREX Publication Guide (available on the 

Publications page of the Science Implementation Plan wiki, and soon to be on ODOCS). The 

guide clarifies the requirements, process, and style for written publications associated with the 

mission. Authors should review the guide and contact Cat with questions or feedback.  

The status of our progress against the Publication Plan is summarized in the slides. An important 

upcoming deliverable is a special “first look” package of papers, covering Approach and 

Preliminary Survey, to be published by the Nature family of journals concurrently with the Lunar 

and Planetary Science Conference (LPSC) in mid-March.  

• PDS Data Delivery Status and Schedule – Kate Crombie 

Kate presented an overview of data delivery to the PDS archive. Our first delivery, covering 

cruise 1 (launch to EGA), occurred in May 2018. In response to peer reviews, liens were placed 

on these data that must be addressed before they can be publicly released. We are working to 

resolve those liens so that the data can go through re-review. Cruise 2 data will be rolled into the 

lien-resolved data delivery. A key issue at this stage is moving documentation through review 

and approval.  

The slides include an example of the PDS summary wiki page (which tracks the steps toward 

release), as well as the nominal delivery schedule and actual delivery dates.  

 

Science Instrument Calibrations, Software, Observations, and Status  

• REXIS – Daniel Hoak  

The REXIS cover was opened on 14 September. The cosmic x-ray background (CXB) 

calibration occurred in October and demonstrated that REXIS is generally detecting spectra as 

expected. Iron-55 peaks in the CXB calibration data differ from those in L+22 data, suggesting a 

gain or offset, which can be accounted for in data processing. Sco X-1 was in the field of view 

during these observations, providing an unexpected opportunity to perform an early mask 

calibration and use the image reconstruction pipeline.  

The upcoming Crab nebula calibration will complete the fit of the CXB data and validate the 

model of the REXIS energy response. Future REXIS presentations at Science Monthly will 

include updates on the solar x-ray model and student participation.  

• OCAMS – Christian D’Aubigny 

https://orsamm2.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/t6e8X7F/Publications.html


The most recent OCAMS images generally agree well with predictions. However, point source 

images have proven harder to process and interpret than expected.  

PolyCam takes 10 to 12 hours to warm up, so rather than taking dark exposures at the beginning 

and end of science observations, the team has recommended that darks be interleaved with 

observations.  

Recent tests show that the detector behaves linearly (although it may be nonlinear at very low 

signals). Bennu is brighter than predicted in OCAMS observations, but by a small enough 

margin that we do not need to change our exposure times.  

An ongoing unexpected camera behavior is the observed coma (trailing charge) along PolyCam 

columns. This phenomenon is most obvious when considering “finger regions” of the detector 

but is also observed at lower levels outside those regions. The team is pursuing an empirical 

solution, but so far the trailing charge does not seem to follow a predictable pattern. In addition, 

the calibration of the MapCam aliasing/pixel response seemed to be effective but hasn’t worked 

well in practice.  

• OTES – Phil Christensen 

The OTES pipeline has been updated to account for “ringing” in the spectra (an effect of slewing 

from space to target). Pipeline processing is being updated for the special case of Approach 

observations that only have space observations at the start and end of the 4.5-hour sequence.  

The instrument response function has been very consistent over time.  

Moon observations agree well with predictions and provide useful pointing information. Lunar 

spectra are consistent with silicate materials (anorthite) and Diviner results. An outlier analysis 

of moon radiance data indicates a small bias with respect to where OTES is pointing relative to 

where the boresight is.  

• OVIRS – Amy Simon 

OVIRS data in SPOCflight have recently been reprocessed with the latest calibration, which 

incorporates improvements including (among others) background subtraction, improved 

calibration coefficients, and out-of-band updates. It was not possible to use the Moon for 

calibration.  

The L+22 super-pixel (SP) = 2 spectrum has been improved (CR-218), and SP=8 could probably 

be improved similarly. Owing to a software feature, exposure times between SP=2 and SP=8 

differ slightly, which can be addressed if necessary.  

OVIRS data are on track for nominal PDS delivery. Data caveats include that the algorithm that 

selects the relevant deep space view may not be ideal, occasional negative radiances may occur 

even in L2 data, the radiance uncertainty is not rigorously calculated, and odd spectral features 

(particularly at segment boundaries) should be interpreted with caution.  



• OLA – Mike Daly 

OLA planning is proceeding nominally, except for a CR opened to address updated SPICE 

kernels and a legacy issue related to the interpretation of angles. Planning and data fidelity are 

not affected, and the impact on Preliminary and Detailed Survey is negligible.  

Working Group Reports  

• Astronomy – Carl Hergenrother 

The dust plume search, including an unplanned observation on 17 August and planned 

observations on 11 and 12 September, did not reveal any dust. Carl is working to constrain upper 

limits for the dust production rate and dust mass.  

PolyCam data from the first day of the Natural Satellite Search have been sent to the Catalina 

Sky Survey for processing. No satellites down to ~66 cm in diameter are apparent. We will cover 

the entire Hill Sphere through 28 October. We should be able to detect satellites down to ~10 cm 

diameter immediately after AAM-3 (by Halloween). TAGCAMs will perform follow-on 

observations in November.  

Lightcurve data for 27 September and 11 and 12 October agree well with the predicted curves 

from the shape model, although there appear to be some lingering issues with the aliasing.  

Photometry data from PolyCam and MapCam have presented some confusion about the 

brightness of Bennu and the appropriate phase slope, which should settle as we get closer to the 

asteroid and become more accustomed to working with these data. Currently, the phase slope 

seems to be about 4%, and the asteroid appears brighter than expected. Bennu is now resolved in 

PolyCam and will soon be resolved enough in MapCam that aliasing will not be necessary.  

• Image Processing – Dani DellaGiustina 

The IPWG used Approach images to confirm that ISIS is working as expected. They produced 

the first global mosaic of Bennu (at a resolution of 28 meters per pixel) and a GIF from OpNav 

images showing the rotation of the asteroid.  

Peter Smith compared MapCam observations of the Moon with Kaguya and ROLO data to help 

understand whether the higher-than-predicted brightness observed at Bennu is real or a detector 

effect. Takeaways from this analysis include that MapCam is 18% below the ROLO calibration, 

the Lommel-Seeliger factor may not be accurate at 42-degrees phase near the limb, images are 

not precisely aligned at subpixel accuracy, and scattering angles are slightly misaligned with 

pixels. A radiometric calibration may be needed for I/F values to correctly calculate color ratios 

at Bennu.  

Keara Burke used Hayabusa2 images to test the efficacy of our boulder-counting system. “Bad 

counts” that don’t line up with boulders on the Ryugu mosaic appear to be clustered along the 

limb but don’t exhibit a decisive visual pattern. For Bennu, which will soon be close enough for 



boulder counting, we plan to use all low-resolution counts and phase out the bad counts over 

time as high-resolution counts come in.  

Look Ahead  

• STM14 planning and agenda – Mike Nolan 

The 14th Science Team Meeting will take place from 7 to 11 January. This will be a working 

meeting to examine Preliminary Survey data and consider future plans. Each day will include 

presentations, breakout time for WGs to work on their products, and writing time for the Nature 

special issue papers (due to the PI Office at the end of the meeting).  

• LPSC abstract planning – Dante Lauretta 

An OREX special session at LPSC has been approved, which will include 12 to 14 talks; it may 

be expanded to a double session and/or a poster session may be added. Timeline:  

12/11/18: abstract concepts due to WGLs  

12/18/18: rough drafts due to SciExec  

1/6/19: final abstracts due to SciExec (day before ST Meeting)  

1/8/19: deadline for submitting abstracts to LPSC (during ST Meeting)  

 

 


